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UVCbyEFSEN  is an innovation business, based on decades of experience in developing innovative, safe and effective use of UV technology. We are specialists in UV disinfection products.
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THE COMPANIES THAT CHOOSE UVCbyEFSEN.
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VEJLE MUNICIPALITY
" Users and managers at our centers see clear benefits from UV disinfection. It is a welfare technology that easily and quickly contributes to a better and healthier working environment ”


Anne Dunker - Welfare- technology consultant - Vejle Municipality
Read case




CENTRE FOR CHILD & ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY
" Our daily work routines are almost back at pre-Covid-19 level. We have time for all our work tasks without having to run faster than what is possible, planning when patients can visit, and without considering whether the instruments and toys have been used in the past 48 hours or not ”

Anonymous Doctor in The Capital of Denmark
Read case




COMWELL HOLTE
“ It is always our guests’ preferences and requirements for e.g. individually prepared food or demands for increased cleaning and disinfection, which is our first priority moving forward. The increased focus on hygiene also means fewer sick leave days among our employees, which is a great add-on for the increased hygiene measures "

Hotel Managing Director Hanne Glibstrup Andersen
Read case story




ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURER  DANCHELL
“ With this disinfection solution by EFSEN, we have been able to keep our flexibility as a company, as we do not have to close areas to avoid the spread of bacteria and viruses "

Chief Operating Officer Søren Sandersen.
Read case




DANISH MUSEUM OF ASTRONOMY, PLANETARIUM
“ In addition to the regular cleaning, we now use the UV BAR to treat cinema seats with UV light after each show. We have also included the product into the content of our guided tours, as an educational element relating to how UV light is part of the story of our universe. UV as a disinfection application was therefore an important and deliberate choice for us ”

Mads Kring Head of Outreach and Education at Planetarium
Read case




Saint-Gobain ISOVER
“ We see a clear advantage in continuing with the use of UV technology, as the solution also reduces other viruses and bacteria, and may therefore lead to a lowering of the general sickleave, ”

Rene Bülow, Production Manager On-line
Read case




Folkemødet - Democratic Festival
“ The use of UV disinfection made it easy for us as organizers of a large event with a focus on health & safety, to complete an efficient and safe festival. It was easy, fast, and efficient to operate, and we have been very happy with the collaboration with UVCbyEFSEN. A clear recommendation from us as organizers ”

Director of Folkemødet, Camilla Laudrup
Read case
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UV AIR


High quality, low noise air purifier



The UV AIR provides efficient air disinfection in this simple and nicely designed piece of equipment. It is ideal for any indoor settings, where clean air is a priority. The product effectively reduces the risk of airborne diseases by inactivating any virus or bacteria.Due to its very quiet fans (33dB), this product is particularly useful in working environments such as meeting rooms, best replica watche open plan offices, waiting areas at the doctor’s office, and more.




Learn more
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UV AIR


High quality, low noise air purifier
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UV WALLBOX


Functional designer furniture to disinfect


UV WALLBOX is a functional piece of furniture, designed to disinfect all types of objects – even those where alcohol and soap are inadequate. In a time with a strong focus on the spread and control of infections, the wall module is an effective tool for ensuring high hygiene levels.
The product is developed by renowned Danish designer Kasper Salto, who together with EFSEN, experts in UV technology, have devised a solution that combines the best of two worlds.





Learn more
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UV WALLBOX


Functional designer furniture to disinfect


UV WALLBOX is a functional piece of furniture, designed to disinfect all types of objects –
even those where alcohol and soap are inadequate. In a time with a strong focus on the spread and control of infections, the wall module is an effective tool for ensuring high hygiene levels.
The product is developed by renowned Danish designer Kasper Salto, who together with EFSEN, experts in UV technology, have devised a solution that combines the best of two worlds.
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UV BENCH


Disinfectant designer furniture


UV BENCH was developed with the idea of a trifunctional design furniture. Use it to sit or to decorate a room. Store things when not in use for disinfection. Clean items for virus and bacteria in seconds, a time of 10 seconds in the chamber will inactivate 99% of the virus on the surfaces.
A unique combination of reflective materials, elevated bottom and correctly placed UV sources enables fast and 360 degrees curing on items like laptops, toys, balls, sport equipment etc.





Learn more
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UV TOWER


Efficient UV device for room disinfection


UV TOWER is a powerful, operator-safe, and easy-to-use mobile disinfection device for small to medium sized rooms. 
It can be used in small and large areas such as hotel rooms, meeting rooms, offices, clinics and bathrooms.
The UV TOWER reduces the bioburden by inactivating bacteria and virus. They cannot reproduce themselves of infect humans thus the decrease in bioload.





Learn more
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UV TOWER


Efficient UV device for room disinfection


UV TOWER is a powerful, operator-safe, and easy-to-use mobile disinfection device for small to medium sized rooms. 
It can be used in small and large areas such as hotel rooms, meeting rooms, offices, clinics and bathrooms.
The UV TOWER reduces the bioburden by inactivating bacteria and virus. They cannot reproduce themselves of infect humans thus the decrease in bioload.
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UV BAR


Handheld UV device for surface disinfection


UV BAR is designed for disinfection of hotspot areas for bacteria and virus.
The use of UV BAR improves the quality of the cleaning, which can provide a safer, cleaner and healthier enviroment.
Handles, keyboards, copiers, coffee machines, handrails on stairs, etc. are places that many people often touch during the day and can therefore be one of the primary sources of virus and bacterial transmission. In addition to regular cleaning where dirt and dust is removed, the UV BAR is designed to disinfect surfaces, corners and cracks where cleaning, and dispensing is difficult.
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Feel free to call us, if you have any questions about our UVC products..
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recent news




The accolades continue for engineering company’s UV designs			



Innovation cleans the air for viruses at Abenth Physiotherapy			



Danish invention will get rid of dirty air in class- and conference rooms			
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
Cookie settingsACCEPT


Manage consent



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.







Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.





Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.





Analytics							

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.





Others							

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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